
WE INVEST IN
OUR PIPELINE OF

rooted in strong 
customer partnerships

SUPPORT CUSTOMER
GOALS IN

Innovation
by targeting some of the 
fastest growing global markets

harnessing the strength of
our people and global expertise

CREATE CUSTOMER 
VALUE WITH 

SustainabilityTailored Solutions

INNOVATION FOR THE WORLD
SOLUTIONS FOR YOU

Fiscal Q1 2023 Results, Feburary 2023

Ensuring the traceability of recycled and bio-based 
polymers through the supply chain.

“Throughout the last two years, we have made 
concentrated investments to gradually pivot our 

portfolio into higher growth markets and regions. We 
have additional investment opportunities ahead of us 

in several areas such as foodservice, healthcare, 
dispensing, pharmaceutical markets, and 

sustainability-focused, customer-linked projects.”
– Tom Salmon, Chairman and CEO

berryglobal.com
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Safe Harbor Statement | Our commentary may contain forward-looking statements, and Berry undertakes no obligation to update any such 
statements to reflect later developments. Factors that could cause actual results to vary materially from those discussed today are provided in 
our most recent Annual Report on Form 10-K and subsequent reports filed with the SEC.

Non-GAAP Measures | Includes some non-GAAP measures related to the company’s performance. The reconciliation of those
measures to the most comparable GAAP measures is available at our website ir.www.berryglobal.com.
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Taking Action: Innovation & Sustainability is Driving Growth

*Vs. previous generation of Berry product
†Prior year is on a comparable basis and adjusted for Fx and divested businesses

First plastic packaging manufacturer in Europe to 
supply The Coca-Cola Company with a lightweight, 
tethered closure for its carbonated soft drinks in PET. 
The new tethered closure is designed to remain intact 
with the bottle – making it less likely to be littered and 

more likely to be recycled.  

Berry & Coca-Cola Collaborate to
Implement Tethered Caps in

European Markets

Berry Packaging Solution Provides
19% Weight Reduction For

Yogurts & Desserts

We have achieved a significant weight reduction for our 
1kg UniPack container supplied to a leading German 
dairy producer, Milchwerke Schwaben and to help 

meet the customer’s sustainability objectives. At the 
same time, this enhancement has also led to smarter 
logistics and improved efficiency on the filling line.

The SuperLock® pot is providing a healthy 
chocolate spread, with an innovative and 

reusable packaging solution that combines
a premium image for the brand with effective 

product protection for a long shelf-life.

Berry’s SuperLock® Gives 
Nutritional Spread

Long Lasting Protection

$3.1 B

Net Sales

$1.30
Adjusted EPS

+11%
vs. PY†

Earnings Operating EBITDA

$443 M
+3%
vs. PY†


